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Viva Books Private Limited, 2010. Softcover. Book Condition:
New. Description: Every parent knows what it?s like when the
kids are bored and nothing seems to strike their fancy. In those
moments, count on The Book of Fun for Children series to
come to the rescue. This colorful series will bring hours of
productive fun and skill practice. Kids will love the hidden
pictures, puzzles, dot-to-dots, and more. At the same time, they
will be practicing age-appropriate academic skills. These books
contain hours of constructive fun! There are: ? drawing lessons
? dot-to-dots ? hidden pictures ? riddles ? puzzles ? and more
All you need are a few simple supplies such as scissors, glue,
tape, and crayons or marking pens. Let the fun begin!
Contents: Monkeys ? Funny Monkey ? Miss Monkey ? Monkey,
Monkey, Moo ? Favorite Food ? Fish ? Fish, Fish, Fish ? Swim,
Fish, Swim ? Fish Twins ? Origami in the Fishbowl ? Underwater
Surprise ? What Is Happening? ? A Long Way from Home ?
Dogs ? Waldo?s Dog ? Dog Stuff ? Friendly Fido ? My Dog ?
Bow Wow ? Dog Bones ? Paper Tube Dog ? My Paper Tube Dog
?...
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These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing
literature. I realized this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. R uth Wisoz k-- Ms. R uth Wisoz k

It is straightforward in read through better to recognize. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this
published e pdf. Its been written in an extremely basic way and is particularly merely following i finished reading
through this ebook through which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Delia  K ling-- Delia  K ling
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